ITM Law School adjudged overall winners at Indore Law Fest, Indore Institute of Law

A contingent of 9 students attended the Indore Law Fest organized by Indore Institute of Law. ITM Law School Maintained the position of overall winners of the whole fest bagging 2 gold medals in Parliamentary Debate and Law Quiz. On the other hand, School of Law also won runner-up trophy in conventional debate. It was a three day affair where students were put up in a synthetic cultural pet up on the lines of Rajasthan and Gujrat. Team comprising of Anshul Chaudhary of 3rd year, Swamini Chibber and Nobel Robonson of 2nd year were declared as the winning team by a huge margin. Another gold medal was delivered to a team comprising of Rashi Sherawat and Sakshi Ji of 2nd year when they stunned everybody with their intellectual prowess in the law quiz. Rashi Sherawat bagged a silver in the conventional debate.

From the left Anshul Chaudhary, Swamini Chibber and Noble Robinson